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NATO standard mission task symbols pose detection based on symbol
requirements

Abstract:
The objective of this master’s thesis is to develop a series of neural network models that
can accurately detect the pose of NATO mission task symbols. This research is significant
as NATO mission task symbols play a critical role in planning military operations and
automatically identifying their identity, location and pose can save valuable time and
resources when digitizing military plans.

The first step of research involved determining the essential components required to
recreate mission task symbols into the KOLT digital planning system. This required
a thorough analysis of the mission task symbols and their underlying characteristics.
Through this analysis, we were able to identify the crucial features that the models must
detect to sufficiently characterize each mission task symbol.

The second task of research involves developing models that can detect the rotations of
the mission task symbols accurately. Additionally, for trajectory symbols, it is essential to
develop models that can detect and describe the symbols’ trajectory accurately. However,
detecting poses of hand-drawn symbols is challenging, as there is often significant vari-
ability among symbols with the same meaning. Therefore, the model must be designed
to account for this variability.

The success of research will have significant implications for military operations. Ac-
curate and efficient recognition of the poses of mission task symbols complements
YOLO-based localization that is concurrently implemented in the research group, en-
abling AI-based digitalization of military plans. Fast digitalization enhances situational
awareness and decision-making capabilities.
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NATO standardsete lahingutoimingu sümbolite asendi tuvastus süm-
boli nõuete alusel

Lühikokkuvõte:
Magistritöö eesmärk on arendada närvivõrgu mudeleid, mis suudavad täpselt tuvastada
NATO lahingutoimingu sümbolite asendit. See uurimistöö on oluline, kuna NATO la-
hingutoimingu sümbolid mängivad olulist rolli sõjaliste operatsioonide planeerimisel ja
nende identiteedi, asukoha ja asendi automaatne tuvastamine säästab digitaalsete sõjaliste
plaanide loomisel väärtuslikku aega ja ressursse.

Uurimistöö esimene samm hõlmas oluliste komponentide määramist, mis on vajalikud
lahingutoimingu sümbolite rekonstrueerimiseks KOLT digitaalsesse planeerimissüsteemi.
Selleks oli vaja põhjalikku analüüsi lahingutoimingu sümbolitest ja nende omadustest.
Selle analüüsi abil suutsime tuvastada olulised omadused, mida mudelid peavad tuvasta-
ma, et iga lahingutoimingu sümbolit piisavalt iseloomustada.

Uurimistöö teine ülesanne hõlmab mudelite arendamist, mis suudavad täpselt tuvas-
tada lahingutoimingu sümbolite rotatsiooni. Lisaks on trajektoori sümbolite puhul oluline
arendada mudeleid, mis suudavad trajektoori sümbolid täpselt tuvastada ja kirjeldada.
Siiski on käsitsi joonistatud sümbolite asendi tuvastamine keeruline, kuna sama tähen-
dusega sümbolitel on sageli märkimisväärne varieeruvus. Seetõttu peab mudel olema
kavandatud selle varieeruvuse arvestamiseks.

Uurimistöö edul on sõjalistele operatsioonidele märkimisväärne mõju. Lahingutoimin-
gu sümbolite asendi täpne ja tõhus tuvastamine täiendab YOLO-põhist lokaliseerimist,
mida uurimisrühmas samaaegselt rakendatakse, võimaldades tehisintellektil põhinevat
sõjaliste plaanide digitaliseerimist. Kiire digitaalseerimine suurendab oluliselt olukorra
teadlikkust ja otsustusvõimekust.

Võtmesõnad:
Konvolutsiooniline närvivõrk, masinõpe, tehisnärvivõrk

CERCS:
P176 Tehisintellekt
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1 Introduction
Over the years, computer vision has made significant strides in its capabilities. Its wide
range of applications in various fields [KST+21, DKCA21, GYLP18, ZZK23] make it a
powerful technology with enormous potential for real-world impact. The topic of the
master’s thesis emerged from a collaborative project between the University of Tartu and
the Estonian National Defence College, demonstrating the diverse and interdisciplinary
nature of this exciting field. At present, deployment plans for the Estonian Defence
Forces are manually added to KOLT, their situational and combat awareness system
(in Estonian Kaitseväe olukorra ja lahinguteadlikkuse süsteem). However, incorporat-
ing computer vision technology to automatically locate and characterize mission task
symbols could greatly improve the efficiency and accuracy of the digitization process.
Automating and digitizing these activities is crucial for the Estonian Defence Forces
and the command chain as a whole, making their procedures faster, more convenient,
and better suited to the demands of modern warfare. Quick decisions are essential for
effective communication between units and the success of military operations, making
the adoption of computer vision technology a high priority for enhancing the command
and control capabilities of the Estonian Defense Forces.

Currently, military personnel at different levels create military plans on transparent
plastic films and then send them by military personnel to the headquarters. The plans
are manually aligned with the map as the films have markings that allow to realign them
with the map. Only then can the mission task symbols be drawn into KOLT. However,
this process is extremely time-consuming (up to few minutes per symbol), taking up
valuable resources that could be better used elsewhere. KOLT is a program that allows
military personnel to select mission task symbols from a menu and place them on a
map with different sizes and poses, providing a comprehensive overview of the battle-
field for higher-ups to understand. Once these symbols are digitized in KOLT, they are
permanently saved, eliminating the need to repeat the alignment and entering process.
To improve the efficiency of this process, the Estonian National Defence College and
Institute of Computer Science of University of Tartu are exploring computer vision tech-
nologies to automate some aspects of the digitization process. By leveraging the power
of computer vision, it is possible to significantly reduce the time and effort required
to create and update deployment plans, allowing military personnel to focus on other
critical tasks.

It is crucial to note that when it comes to mission task symbols, knowing their lo-
cation is not enough - their orientation is just as critical. Rotational information is key
to accurately interpreting mission task symbols, indicating the direction of actions or
expected threats. Additionally, there are symbols that illustrate a trajectory for which
it is important to determine their shape in order to properly understand their meaning.
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If computer vision algorithms can accurately estimate the rotation, poses, as well as
locations and identities of mission task symbols, this enables the automated creation and
updating of deployment plans with greater efficiency and accuracy. To complete the task
at hand the following steps needed to be done are:

• Digitizing the films

• Relating every pixel of the image to digital map coordinates

• Detecting symbol locations and identities

• Detecting symbol rotations and poses

Figure 1. The steps to complete the task.

This thesis aims to make several key contributions to the field of computer vision for de-
tecting mission task symbols. Firstly, in collaboration with the Estonian National Defence
College, the precise requirements for the automatic mission task symbol detection were
determined. Essentially, we need to determine the information that needs to be extracted
from each symbol to ensure it is displayed accurately in KOLT. Interpreting mission
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task symbols in a military context is a crucial task that requires careful consideration of
various factors. One important factor is determining whether the symbol’s meaning is
affected by rotation or trajectory. Rotation refers to the direction the symbol is facing,
while trajectory refers to the path it is moving along. However, there may be other factors
that also affect the symbol’s meaning, making interpretation challenging at times. It is
important to keep in mind that interpreting mission task symbols may require additional
context or information. By taking into account these various factors, we can gain a better
understanding of the military situation and recreate mission task symbols in KOLT with
sufficient accuracy i.e. without losing their military meaning.

Secondly, once the requirements have been established, symbols can be grouped accord-
ing to their specific needs. This will help streamline the symbol recognition process. For
example, the requirement analysis may identify symbols for which pose does not matter
at all, for which only rotation matters and for which both rotation and trajectory matter.
The amount of information we need to extract and hence the number of processing steps
will differ for these three groups. Knowing these symbol groups allows us to choose and
to prioritize simpler symbol types, exclude some symbols and in general be more aware
of the challenges.

Thirdly, based on the documented requirements, prototypes for predicting symbol rota-
tions and trajectories will be developed. Statistical analysis can then be used to evaluate
the accuracy of the models, with any inaccuracies being identified and addressed. For
symbols that cannot be accurately described by the prototypes, alternative approaches
will be listed for future development.

To begin this project, the Estonian National Defence College provided an initial set
of 15 NATO mission task symbols, which were used to develop initial prototype solu-
tions for the computer vision system. Through ongoing communication with the college
personnel, it became apparent that a broader set of symbols was needed to fully capture
the range of combat operations used in practice. As a result, this work will ultimately
include 31 different mission task symbols, covering a wider range of military operations.
Choosing the symbols to include in this second phase was led by the author and was
done in communication with the Estonian National Defence College, to include symbols
that are frequently used at the company-sized and smaller military units. By developing
solutions for each of these symbols, the computer vision system can provide compre-
hensive and accurate deployment planning support for a broad range of military scenarios.

The thesis will be structured as follows:

• Background chapter will provide a background on KOLT and its use in the military,
as well as an overview of different machine learning technologies.
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• The methodology chapter presents the methodology used for collecting and pro-
cessing data, as well as a detailed description of the methods used to develop the
prototype.

• Results chapter present the results obtained, including accuracy and validation
metrics, and will provide an analysis of how well the prototype models perform.

• Discussion chapter will be dedicated to a discussion of the research findings,
including a critical evaluation of the methods used, and an explanation of how the
findings contribute to the field of study.

• Conclusion chapter will summarize the main contributions of the thesis and provide
some directions for future research.
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2 Background
This chapter aims to provide the reader with the necessary terminology and practical
knowledge related to detecting mission task symbols, which will facilitate their com-
prehension of the subsequent chapters of this thesis. We begin with an overview of
KOLT, the defense force situational and combat awareness system. Next, we provide
an introduction to computer vision methodologies, which will be used to develop the
prototype for detecting the poses of mission task symbols. Followed by a description of
the collaboration project and its objectives.

2.1 KOLT
KOLT (Kaitseväe olukorra ja lahinguteadlikkuse süsteem in Estonian) is the Estonian
Defence Force’s situational and combat awareness system. KOLT is one of the most im-
portant tangible achievements born from the cooperation of conscripts, reserve and active
military personnel. It is a comprehensive IT system designed to provide commanders
with up-to-date and accurate information about the battlefield in a digital form, enabling
them to make informed decisions. With KOLT, commanders can quickly assess the
situation on a digital map that can span large areas while allowing to zoom in for details,
allowing them to plan and execute operations with greater efficiency and effectiveness.
The system also enables better coordination between different units as the digital plan
can be shared and enhances communication between lower rank officers in the field and
their commanders. Overall, KOLT is a critical tool for the Estonian Defence Force in
ensuring situational awareness and effective decision-making on the battlefield.

Currently, military plans are created by hand on transparent film by military personnel on
the battlefield. Once the plan is complete, someone has to physically transport the film
to the headquarters, which can take a long time if the plan was created far away from
headquarters. When the film arrives, someone has to manually redraw the symbols into
the KOLT system, which is a time-consuming and laborious process. The person doing
this has to align the film with a real paper map to determine the geographical locations
of symbols and then manually enter each symbol on the digital map as accurately as
possible, which can result in location errors.

By automating and digitizing the process, the entire process can be made faster and more
spatially precise. Instead of physically transporting the film, a picture can be taken and
automatically sent to headquarters. With the help of computer vision, it will hopefully be
possible to to take those photos of films and automatically detect the symbols and their
information, including their rotation and pose. After all the information is gathered about
the content of the films it would be possible to add that information automatically into
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KOLT. As the process becomes more and more automated, it would greatly reduce the
chance of human error. This means that the entire process would be quicker and more
accurate, and would ultimately lead to better and more timely decision-making on the
battlefield.

2.2 Computer vision
Computer vision is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI) that aims to mimic human
visual perception and processing. Computer vision is a field of study focused on de-
veloping algorithms and technologies that enable computers to interpret, analyze, and
understand visual data. Computer vision is using various hardware and software tech-
nologies, such as cameras, sensors, image processing algorithms and machine learning
models. Computer vision has gained wider adoption over the years, finding application in
various fields including industrial manufacturing, where it is used for quality control and
inspection[ZZK23]; healthcare, where it is used for diagnosing symptoms[GYLP18];
and transportation, where it is used in autonomous vehicles and drones for navigation
and obstacle avoidance[KST+21, DKCA21]. Overall, Computer vision has numerous
applications in diverse industries, and its adoption is rapidly expanding as technology
advances and new use cases emerge.

2.2.1 Symbol detection

Object detection is a computer vision task that involves identifying objects. The main
goal in object detection is to accurately detect and locate objects in an image or a video.

There are several popular datasets that have been used for training and evaluation of object
detection models. To name a few are COCO[LMB+14] and PASCAL VOC[EEVG+15].
COCO (Common Objects in Context) is a large-scale dataset that contains over 330,000
images and more than 2.5 million object instances across 80 different object categories.
It is widely used for training state-of-the-art object detection models, and there were
annual COCO challenges, that evaluated the performance of different models on the
dataset. PASCAL VOC (Visual Object Classes) is another popular object detection
dataset, containing images with 20 object categories, such as person, car, and airplane.
The dataset was used in an annual competition called the PASCAL VOC Challenge,
which evaluated object detection performance on the dataset. Both mentioned datasets
contain natural images. This data type is visually very different from the military plans
we work with. Natural images are photographs or digital images that depict real-world
scenes or objects, such as landscapes, people, animals, or buildings. These images are
usually captured by cameras or generated by computer graphics. We deal with binary
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images of symbols, not natural images. Binary images of symbols are digital images that
consist of only two colors, typically black and white, and represent graphical symbols or
characters, such as letters, numbers, or shapes. These images are also widely studied in
computer vision, optical character recognition, or machine learning applications, where
the goal is to recognize or classify the symbols based on their visual features[CWF+15].

There have been similar use cases to detect and classify symbols. Examples of similar
tasks are detecting and classifying engineering drawing symbols[EJAG20], automatic
floor plan analyzing and recognition[PHSS22] and analyzing the engineering and pro-
duction drawings[PHSS22]. However in our case we deal with the handwritten symbols,
which makes the task more difficult.

2.2.2 Dealing with handwritten symbols

Detecting handwritten symbols is a complex task that poses several challenges when
using computer vision. The variability in handwriting makes detecting handwritten
symbols much harder than printed symbols, as handwriting varies widely between in-
dividuals, and even the same person may write the same symbol differently each time.
This variability makes it challenging to create a model that is robust enough to accurately
recognize symbols of various styles. Handwritten symbols can also be ambiguous, mak-
ing it difficult to distinguish one handwritten symbol from another, especially without
using or without understanding the context. While models trained on large MNIST
handwritten datasets have shown significant improvements in handwritten digit detection
accuracy, they still struggle to achieve perfect accuracy on even slightly different data.
For instance, in a recent study [GGSS19], the authors trained a deep learning model on
the MNIST dataset and achieved a validation accuracy of 98.45% on the testing set. The
training dataset consisted of 40000 images and the test dataset consisted of 2000 images.
However, when tested on 300 similar random images from the internet, the same model
achieved an accuracy of only 68.57%. The only route to achieve better generalization
and deployment performance seems to expose the model to more and more handwriting
variability during the training.

2.2.3 Using YOLO to locate and classify symbols

You only look once (YOLO)[AC11] is the most popular object detection algorithm that is
used to detect and recognize objects. YOLO uses a convolutional neural network (CNN)
architecture. The mentioned architecture has several layers to analyze an image and to
detect the objects. One key innovation that sets YOLO apart from other object detection
algorithms is its ability to perform localization and identification in a single step, rather
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than separating the two tasks. This approach, made possible by YOLO’s unique per-class
processing, enhances both the speed and accuracy of the algorithm. YOLO’s efficiency
stems from its use of a single convolutional neural network (CNN) to detect objects in
an image. The per-class processing feature of YOLO allows the algorithm to process
each class of object separately, which leads to higher accuracy and a reduction in false
positives.

In the collaboration project with the Estonian National Defence College for automatic
digitization of task symbols on military plans, YOLO is used for extracting identity and
location of symbols.

2.2.4 Rotation detection

In computer vision, detecting symbol rotation involves defining a zero rotation and then
creating an algorithm that can determine how much the symbol in a given image is
rotated with respect to this zero angle. This can be a challenging task since symbols are
hand-drawn and can be rotated in 360 degrees, resulting in a large variability.

One method to detect symbol rotation would be to modify YOLO and add a rotation
detection output in addition to localizing and detecting symbols[YPS+18]. However
modifying YOLO can be time-consuming since it is already a complex algorithm. The
YOLO v5 code base our team is using in the project has rigidly built in assumptions about
the data it is using, adding an extra label would mean significant changes throughout the
entire codebase, from data reading up to metrics calculations.

Alternatively, you can use a separate CNN model to detect rotation[AGM21, FDB15,
MB20]. This approach can make implementation much easier and clearer. By using a
separate model, you can avoid the complexities of modifying YOLO and focus on devel-
oping your dataset and a simpler-to-grasp algorithm that still fairly accurately detects
symbol rotation.

In addition, it is important to consider the potential limitations of these approaches.
For example, the accuracy of symbol rotation detection may depend on factors such as
the quality of the image and the type of symbol being analyzed. It is also important to
test and validate the algorithm on a diverse set of images to ensure that it performs well
in various scenarios.
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2.2.5 Pose detection

In here we use the term pose to refer to the shape of mission task symbols that illustrate
a trajectory. While pose could also mean rotation, we separate rotation and shape (trajec-
tory) detections. There are at least three approaches to detect a symbol’s pose.

The baseline approach to pose detection involves training a deep learning model to
classify different poses into distinct classes. This requires a large labeled dataset of
images, where each image is annotated with the corresponding pose label. The model
then learns to identify the features and patterns that distinguish one pose from another.
During inference, the model takes an input image and outputs the corresponding pose
label. All more detailed information will be lost, the model only reports the class.
The pose information forwarded to KOLT will correspond to a template or average of
this class. This approach can be effective for differentiating between poses that have
clear visual differences, but will by definition not capture subtle variations between poses.

Another approach to pose detection involves using keypoint detection[SJMS17, ZCT21].
This involves identifying specific points on a symbol and using their relative positions to
infer the pose. For example, in human pose detection, keypoints might be the locations
of the joints like the elbows, knees, and shoulders. In our case the keypoints would be
locations of the turning points, that are shown as PT2 and PT3 in figure 2, that KOLT
expects to receive as input when drawing the symbol.

Figure 2. PT2 and PT3 show the turning points of the symbol.[AC11]

Such keypoint model would learn to identify the position of each keypoint in an image.
This approach can be more precise than the baseline model since it focuses on identifying
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specific landmarks which can be placed in various ways even for similar symbols (same
class). Ideally, the output of this approach captures as much variability as KOLT allows
to visualize. However, this approach assumes defining landmark points for different
symbols and labeling the locations of these points for many images to form a training
set. Labeling landmark locations is significantly more time-consuming than labeling an
image with a class name in the baseline approach.

The third approach to pose detection involves using an autoencoder[WHX+13, Ros20].
An autoencoder is a type of neural network that learns to encode an input image into
a compressed representation and then decode it back into the original image. During
training, the autoencoder learns to minimize the difference between the original and
reconstructed images. Once trained, the model can take an input image and generate
a reconstructed pose image. More importantly for us, the compressed representation
between encoder and decoder can be used, with the help of some distance measure, to
find images that are similar to each other. There are several distance measures such as
euclidean distance, cosine similarity and mahalanobis distance. In particular, for any
input image, we can find the nearest neighbor within a set of known images for which
we have manually annotated all the necessary information to recreate them in KOLT. In
such an approach, the pose information KOLT will receive about the input image is the
pose of the nearest annotated neighbor. If the set of known images covers the necessary
diversity, this approach can be effective for detecting poses that have high variability.

Figure 3. Steps to find the nearest neighbor.
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Notice that the creation of autoencoders does not require labeled data, we only need to
label the known set among which we find the nearest neighbor.

As labeling the data is a time consuming work. Using keypoint detection is not feasible
within the time limitations of this thesis, as we would be unable to label sufficient number
of images with necessary keypoints. The baseline approach needs a label per image,
but the keypoint approach needs at least 4-5 labels per symbol. Furthermore, the class
label is immediately visible when looking at an image, in a fraction of a second, whereas
keypoints must be labeled by noting down coordinates. Autoencoder does not need any
labeling per class for training the encoder and eventually only needs a limited number of
labeled examples, not an entire training dataset. So this thesis will not use the keypoint
detection approach and focus on the baseline and autoencoder approach.

2.3 Overview of the collaboration project
In this section, I will provide an overview of the entire collaborative project between
the University of Tartu and the Estonian National Defence College, including its main
aspects and objectives.

The project is based on detecting mission task symbols[1]. Mission task symbols are
standardized graphical symbols that are used to depict various military tasks and activi-
ties on operational maps. These symbols are used in military maps and other military
planning documents to pass on information about tasks that need to be accomplished
by military units. The use of standardized mission task symbols ensure that everyone
who is involved has a common understanding of the tasks to be accomplished. Each
mission task symbol is different and represents a specific task or activity. For example,
an arrowhead symbol known as an attack symbol(fig. 4) represents an attack mission.
Another example would be three arrows and a line at the end of arrows(fig. 4) represents
a clear symbol, which means to remove enemy forces and eliminate organized resistance
in the area.

Figure 4. Attack and clear symbol types.
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Overall, mission task symbols are an essential tool in military planning and operations.
By using standardized symbols, military personnel can communicate quickly and effec-
tively, which is critical in time-sensitive and rapidly changing situations on the battlefield.

The main objective of the project is to improve the process of how military plans
are handled by automating and digitizing the process. This involves solving several key
challenges, including obtaining digital images of the films, the alignment of the digital
images with the map, localization detection of the mission task symbols, detection of the
symbol class and lastly detection of the symbol’s rotation and pose. The final objective
is to display the detected symbols and information about them in the KOLT system.

The alignment of the films with the map is critical to the success of the project, as
it ensures that the mission task symbols are placed accurately on the map. For this end,
the films are equipped with location markers that can be detected via computer vision
methods on the photos taken of these films. A transformation matrix between image
pixels and geographical locations can be defined. Once the films are aligned with the
map, the next task is to localize the symbols on the film and detect their class. This is
important, as mission task symbols can appear anywhere on the map. After the symbols
are localized and detected, it is possible to determine their rotation. This information
is essential because it shows in which direction the symbol is pointing, for example it
matters to which direction fire support must be directed (support by fire symbol).

Some symbols that depict trajectories do not have a specific shape, so it is important to
detect the entire pose of the symbol. One such symbol is the "attack symbol" shown
in figure 4. Trajectory symbols can have a wide variety of shapes, which makes their
detection and pose estimation particularly challenging.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Determining requirements
The first task of this thesis was to determine the essential information required to correctly
enter and display each mission task symbol in KOLT. To achieve this, we conducted an
in-depth analysis of NATO symbology and considered the various attributes of different
mission task symbols. The analysis involved examining the contents of each symbol, as
well as any special features or details that may affect their meaning.

In the second phase, we collaborated with the Estonian National Defence College to
validate our understanding of NATO symbology and identify the most commonly used
and important symbols in military operations. We created a reference document that
outlines the key information required to properly understand and interpret each mission
task symbol. The document(in appendix I. Requirements table) and a part of it shown
in table 1, provide examples of different symbols and the specific details that need to
be taken into consideration when recreating mission task symbols and validating their
accuracy.

We worked closely with the experts at the Estonian National Defence College to ensure
that our understanding of the symbols was thorough and accurate. The validation process
was critical as it helped to ensure that our work was aligned with the needs and expecta-
tions of the military community. By collaborating with experts in the field, we were able
to gain a deeper understanding of NATO symbology.

After a thorough analysis and validation process, we selected 31 most used symbols for
company level units, taking into consideration their complexity and likelihood of being
successfully identified.

Thirdly, in April 2023, we had a meeting with the KOLT development team to discuss
the details of how mission task symbols are inserted into KOLT. During the meeting,
we learned that mission task symbols are created by taking into consideration the same
keypoint that are used in defining them in the NATO joint symbology document[AC11].
These keypoints define the placement of symbols in KOLT, using the Web Mercator
coordinate system. As explained, mission task symbols can have varying numbers of
keypoints. For instance, the advance to contact mission task symbol, which is depicted
in table 1, can have a large number of keypoints. Those keypoints are marked as PT 1,
PT 2, etc. The number of keypoints depends on how long the attack symbol is and what
is the shape of the symbol. On the other hand, the control mission task symbol, shown
in table 1 contains a fixed number, two keypoints. One in the middle of the symbol and
second one at the peak point of the upper arrow.
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Table 1. Mission task symbols and their requirements example.[AC11]

Overall, our analysis provided us with a comprehensive understanding of the differ-
ent mission task symbols used in NATO symbology and the key information that is
required to correctly enter and display these symbols in KOLT. By applying this knowl-
edge, we can ensure that our team can output to KOLT information in a format that
results in correct symbol placement into KOLT and supports effective decision-making
in the field.

3.2 Data used
The data used in the thesis consists of symbols representing military mission tasks. The
symbols come from NATO’s official symbol set [AC11]. Initially, the Estonian National
Defence College provided a list of 15 initial mission task symbols to study. Subsequently,
in collaboration with the Estonian National Defence College, the 31 most commonly
used symbols(fig. 5) were selected and the study was expanded.
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Figure 5. 31 most commonly used symbols. Left paper sheet shows the 15 initial mission
task symbols - advance to contact, attack, counterattack, block, disrupt, support by fire,
cover, guard, screen, delay, seize, destroy, occupy, retain and secure. Right paper sheet
shows 16 added mission task symbols - main attack, breach, clear, penetrate, contain,
ambush, retire, withdraw, fix, turn, neutralize, suppress, attack by fire, control, deny and
isolate.

Since there was no existing dataset available for this project, a dataset had to be created.
As a result, many of the symbols had to be drawn manually by myself and other collab-
oration project members to create a dataset. Those drawn symbols had to be manually
labeled into different classes. Deep learning models require a significant amount of data
to be trained effectively. At the beginning of the project, the team had zero real military
plans. Throughout the project, we were able to obtain a few hundred, but the quality
of these was judged to be 80% unacceptable by military personnel. Even if putting in
significant effort to label military films using labeling tools, there simply wasn’t enough
data, not even on film and even less digitized. For example, YOLO recommends training
a neural network with 10000 instances (labeled objects) per class, which it uses to learn
to detect symbol localization and class[JCS+22].
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Drawing and labeling is a very time-consuming task, and there was a shortage of real
data. This meant that the artificial generation of data was the only way to create sufficient
data for the project. The generator was created by team members and places template
images of symbols in a random location with random rotation on a white canvas. The
assumption was that if a model could detect randomly placed symbols in generated
images, it could generalize to more structured images of real data.

Figure 6. Generated images. The symbols are distorted and placed in random locations
at random rotations, so the overall plan makes no military sense.

The generator also includes augmentations (rescaling, stretching, blurring to change line
width) to ensure that the created dataset is as diverse as possible, as the symbols are
drawn manually and people have different drawing and writing styles. Consequently, the
variability within a single class of symbols has to be high.

The made generator is able to take in multiple templates of all the different classes
of symbols. The symbols are drawn by different people to mix up the diversity between
peoples’ drawing styles and what can be expected to be in real films.

At the start of the project, our main goal was to determine whether our approaches
would work at all. We began by testing them on generated data that we had enough of.
However, as the project progresses evaluations will be run on two sets of data from the
military academy. The first would be ideal real data with only location markers and
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Figure 7. Real clean images. The symbols form a meaningful plan and have some kind
of military sense.

mission task symbols. The second data would be real data from the wild, as drawn by
cadets in military practices. These datasets were used to evaluate the performance of the
models in more realistic scenarios. Even if the trained models do not generalize directly
to real data, unless real data is not just more diverse, but actually in essence different, the
same methods should work if given enough real data, which we simply do not have yet.

3.2.1 Rotation models data

Training a neural network model requires a vast amount of data. In this case, a dataset
was generated using 31 different template images for each of 31 symbols classes for the
training set. To ensure a diverse dataset of handwriting styles, the images of symbols
were drawn by nine different individuals. This approach captured natural variation in
handwriting present in real-world data, which is crucial for models used in applications
with varying handwriting styles. Involving multiple individuals reduced potential bias in
the dataset that could have been introduced if only one person had drawn all symbols.
Including a variety of individuals with different handwriting styles created a more repre-
sentative dataset and reduced bias towards a particular handwriting style. In total 31 x 31
template images were created, on the basis of which generation process was launched.
It is also important to note that each data point in the generated dataset consisted of
an image and a rotation value. All template images were drawn to be in the same zero
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rotation position, and the generator was aware of the rotation value it applied to each
template image when placed on a canvas. The resulting rotated symbol was extracted
using bounding box information, and the rotation value was set as the corresponding
label. This ensured that the generated dataset included a diverse range of rotated symbols.

The total number of generated images produced was 150000, with each image containing
between 3 to 6 symbols. The generation process took about 2-3 hours of computing
power. As a result, the dataset consisted of approximately 675000 symbols, with just
over 20000 symbols per class. It is important to note that the dataset was generated
using a dataset generator. This tool enabled the generation of large amounts of synthetic
data with a high level of control over the properties of the data. The dataset generator
utilized a set of rules and parameters to create the images of symbols. For example,
the generator could vary the size, shape, and orientation of the symbols, as well as the
background and foreground elements in the images. This allowed for a wide range of
variation in the dataset, which can help to improve the model’s ability to generalize to
new, unseen data. By using a dataset generator, it was possible to generate a dataset
with a sufficient number of samples to train a neural network model effectively. This
approach is particularly useful in this case as obtaining large amounts of real-world data
is difficult or expensive. The ability to generate synthetic data is helping to reduce the
need for costly data collection and annotation. Furthermore, it should be emphasized
that there are essentially 31 separate datasets from one large dataset, each for a different
symbol class, which will be treated separately during the model training process. This
approach allows for greater control over the training process and enables the model to
learn the specific features of each symbol class more effectively.

To assess the effectiveness of the trained neural network model, a separate test dataset
was generated. The test dataset consisted of 7000 images. The test dataset was generated
based on three template symbols per class. It is important to note that, the test templates
were not used during training data generation, so test data can be considered to represent
“new handwriting” for the models created. This resulted in a total of 31000 symbols in the
test dataset, with roughly 1000 symbols per class. The test dataset was also generated by
the generator and each image had again 3 to 6 symbols per image. By using a separate test
dataset, the accuracy of the model’s predictions on new, unseen data could be evaluated.
This is important as it can help to determine whether the model has learned to generalize
effectively to new data, or if it is simply memorizing patterns in the training set. The use
of a test dataset can also help to identify any potential issues with the model, such as
overfitting or underfitting. Overfitting occurs when the model becomes too specialized to
the training data, resulting in poor performance on new data. Underfitting occurs when
the model is too simple and cannot effectively capture the patterns in the data, resulting
in poor performance on both the training and test data. In summary, the test dataset
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provides an important benchmark for evaluating the performance of the neural network
model, and can help to identify any potential issues that may arise.

3.2.2 Pose models data

There are four symbols which are more complicated to describe than others as there is a
higher variability that can occur for these symbol types. This is because these symbols
illustrate movement trajectories on the map. These symbols are advance to contact,
attack, counterattack and main attack(fig. 8). For these models, rotation is defined as the
direction the arrow starts from, with zero rotation meaning arrows starting from bottom
center. However, further information needs to be extracted to characterize the exact pose
of the arrow. We propose two types of models for retrieving this information.

Figure 8. Symbols that represent a trajectory. Top right - advance to contact mission task
symbol, top left - attack mission task symbol, bottom right - counterattack mission task
symbol and bottom left - main attack mission task symbol.

3.2.3 Pose base model dataset

For trajectory symbols a new dataset was generated which only consisted of trajectory
symbols and the needed labels for the trajectory baseline model.

For every symbol type 39 examples were collected which then were labeled into 6
classes: narrow straight, bold straight, 45 degrees right, 90 degrees right, 45 degrees left
and 90 degrees left.
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Figure 9. Examples of subclasses. From left to right: narrow straight, bold straight, 45
degrees right, 90 degrees right, 45 degrees left and 90 degrees left.

The next step was using a generator to generate a dataset. However the generator
was changed for generating this type of dataset as usually there is only a class we need
to know. Here we need to know two, what type of the symbol we are dealing with, e.g.
advance to contact, attack, counterattack or main attack and also how this symbol is
interpreted, e.g. narrow straight, bold straight, 45 degrees right, 90 degrees right, 45
degrees left or 90 degrees left. We will call the first mentioned class as class and second
class as subclass. 6500 canvas images were generated which included randomly rotated
and distorted by augmentations images based on these 4 x 39 examples. Each image had
3 to 6 symbols, resulting in around 30000 symbol images or around 7500 symbols per
class and around 1250 symbols per subclass.

To generate the test set new examples were again used. For every symbol type 18
new examples were drawn and labeled into 6 classes. The same method was used as in
the process of generating the training dataset. Test dataset contained 1350 canvas images.
Which makes 1500 symbols per class and 250 symbols per subclass.

3.2.4 Pose autoencoder dataset

A dataset containing 21600 canvas images was generated for the autoencoder. This
dataset includes 4 different types of trajectory symbols: advance to contact, attack, coun-
terattack, and main attack. Similar to previous dataset generations, there were between 3
to 6 symbols present per canvas image, resulting in close to 24000 symbols per symbol
type. In addition, it is important to note that an autoencoder is a type of neural network
that learns to encode and then decode data, with the goal of reducing the amount of data
needed to represent the input while retaining important information. So in this case there
is no needed corresponding labels data.
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For testing, the same dataset was used as in the base model, which contains 1350 canvas
images and which makes 1500 symbols per symbol type. This allows for a fair compar-
ison between the performance of the autoencoder and the base model on the same dataset.

3.3 Methods used
There are several ways to detect and classify symbols of combat operations. For the
classification and localization of mission task symbols, in the collaboration project we use
YOLO[RDGF16]. Since it is a powerful solution that already includes symbol detection
and then recognition. But as far as rotation detection and pose detection, the solutions
were developed in this thesis and they will be explained in the following chapters. All
the methods and data generation codes used in this study are available in collaboration
project public GitHub repository at https://github.com/aralacikalin/NatoSymbols.

3.3.1 Rotation detection method

Rotational prediction is quite difficult, as the number of possible rotations of a symbol
can be quite large, which can make it difficult to accurately predict all possible rotations.
One key issue is that rotations of an image can result in significant changes to the pixel
values and overall appearance of the image. This can make it difficult for the model to
identify the symbol and classify it correctly.

Modifications to YOLO architecture exist that allow detecting rotations of objects[YPS+18].
Initially, we planned to use this approach as I was familiar with YOLO architecture
as in the collaboration project we are using it for symbol localization and detection.
However, upon closer examination, it became clear that although YOLO can be used for
rotation detection, it would require a very large amount of modification to YOLO source
code, and the result would probably not be better compared to the convolutional neural
network(CNN) [Sae17, RDD19] created by oneself.

Therefore, the decision was made to create new convolutional neural network mod-
els specifically designed for the detection of rotation. Datasets that contain 150000
images were used to train the CNN models for each symbol type. 31 specialized models
were made, each dedicated to detecting the rotation of a specific symbol type. Since zero
rotations of symbols are arbitrarily defined, combining all rotation detections into one
large model is unlikely to provide any benefit. Given that the task is visually distinct for
each symbol, having multiple specialized models is likely to yield better results.

For each symbol type, we used the same CNN architecture for training. We based
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the model architecture on previous works that were created for similar tasks, such as doc-
ument orientation detection and image orientation detection[AGM21, FDB15, MB20].
However, we modified the model to suit our specific use case. The model begins with an
input layer that takes in grayscale images of size 80x80 pixels. The middle of the model
architecture consists of 5 convolutional layers with max pooling and batch normalization,
followed by a flatten layer and 2 fully connected layers. Finally, the model architecture
ends with a softmax activation function that produces the classification output into 360
classes, i.e. one degree precision prediction of rotation angle.

The model architecture:

• Input shape: (80, 80, 1)

• First layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’ padding,
and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Second layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Third layer: 64 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Fourth layer: 64 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Fifth layer: 64 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’ padding,
and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.
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• Flatten layer.

• Two fully connected layers with 512 neurons and ReLU activation.

• An output layer with 360 neurons and softmax activation.

Figure 10. Rotation model architecture.

The model is compiled using categorical cross-entropy for the loss function, adam opti-
mizer with default parameters, and categorical accuracy and mean absolute angle error
for evaluation metrics. Angle error metrics calculates the absolute difference between
the true value and predicted value. The difference can be between 0 to 180 degrees. The
model is trained using 64 batch size and training is going on for 100 epochs. The training
dataset is split 80% for training and 20% for validation. Early stopping with patience 10
and improvement threshold 0 is applied to stop training the model before overfitting.

After the model is trained, its performance is evaluated using a separate test dataset. This
dataset consists of 7000 images, which were not represented in the training or validation
and which are based on a separate set of handwritten template images.
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3.3.2 Pose detection methods

Detecting a symbol’s pose is a difficult task as trajectory symbols can have a large
variety between themselves. To address this difficulty, two models were developed: a
baseline model and an autoencoder model. At first, an easier baseline model is tried,
which classifies all possible trajectories into 6 classes, and secondly a more difficult
autoencoder model is trained, which should be able to capture trajectories with more
detail.

3.3.3 Pose base model method

To train the baseline model, firstly the data preparation is handled. The train dataset
consists of 6500 canvas images. The CNN model is made to train the model. The
model is made of an input layer which is followed by four convolutional layers with max
pooling and batch normalization, followed by a flatten layer and 2 fully connected layers.
The last layer is the output layer with 6 classes, which are wide straight, narrow straight,
45 degrees right, 90 degrees right, 45 degrees left or 90 degrees left. For each class an
approximate number of examples are 4875 examples.

The model full architecture:

• Input shape: (80, 80, 1)

• First layer: 64 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’ padding,
and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Second layer: 64 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Third layer: 128 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.
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• Fourth layer: 128 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (1,1), using ’same’
padding, and ReLU activation.

• Batch normalization.

• MaxPooling2D layer is applied with pool size of (2,2) and ’same’ padding.

• Flatten layer.

• Two fully connected layers with 256 neurons and ReLU activation.

• An output layer with 6 neurons and softmax activation.

Figure 11. Base Pose model architecture.

The model is compiled using categorical cross-entropy loss function and Adam optimizer
with default parameters. The training evolution is tracked using categorical accuracy met-
rics. The model is trained for 100 epochs using batch size 64. Training data is split 80%
of the data to training and 20% of the data to validation. No early stopping was employed.

During the evaluation step, a separate test dataset is utilized to assess the model’s
performance. This test dataset consists of symbols that were not present in the training
dataset and consists of approximately 6000 symbols extracted from 1350 canvas images.
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The mentioned dataset is used to evaluate the model accuracy.

3.3.4 Pose autoencoder method

An autoencoder is a type of neural network that learns to encode and decode data
in an unsupervised manner. It is composed of two main parts: an encoder and a
decoder[PGH+16]. The encoder takes the input data and transforms it into a com-
pressed representation, which is called the latent space. The decoder then takes this
compressed representation and tries to reconstruct the original input data. The goal of an
autoencoder is to learn a compressed representation of the input data that captures the
most important features of the data. This compressed representation can then be used
for a variety of purposes. One of the key advantages of autoencoders is that they can
learn to extract meaningful features from the input data without the need for explicit
supervision or labels. This makes them useful for tasks where labeled data may be
difficult or expensive to obtain.

In our specific case, a variational autoencoder (VAE) was chosen to interpret images[Doe21,
KW19]. A VAE is a type of generative model that learns a low-dimensional latent repre-
sentation of high-dimensional data. It is called "autoencoder" because it is composed
of two parts, an encoder and a decoder, that work together to encode and decode the
input data. VAEs introduce a probabilistic element to the model, which means that they
model the data distribution using a probability distribution over the latent variables. This
allows the model to learn the distribution of the data in the latent space, rather than just
learning a fixed latent vector representation for each input. This probabilistic approach
to modeling the data distribution is one of the key features that sets VAEs apart from
traditional autoencoders. To achieve this, VAEs use a reparameterization technique that
makes gradient estimation tractable. This technique involves sampling from a Gaussian
distribution in the latent space and using a reparameterization trick to enable backpropa-
gation through the sampling operation. This allows the model to learn the distribution of
the latent space while still being able to use gradient-based optimization to update the
model parameters. In mathematical term VAE can be can be written as follows[KW19]:

L(θ, ϕ) = E[logp(x|z, θ)]−KL(q(z|x, ϕ)||p(z)), (1)

where θ and ϕ are the parameters of the decoder and encoder networks, respectively.

VAE mathematical term consists of two terms:

• Reconstruction term: The first term E[log p(x|z, θ)] is the expected log-likelihood
of the data x given the latent code z and the decoder parameters θ. This term
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encourages the model to generate data that is similar to the observed data. The
reconstruction term measures how well the decoder can reconstruct the input data
x from the latent code z.

• KL divergence term: The second term KL(q(z|x, ϕ)||p(z)) is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the approximate posterior distribution q(z|x, ϕ) and the prior
distribution p(z) over the latent code z. This term measures the difference between
the approximate posterior distribution and the prior distribution and encourages
the model to learn a latent code that is close to the prior distribution. The KL
divergence term encourages the model to learn a disentangled representation of
the input data.

To further improve the performance of the model, an extension called Beta-VAE was
utilized[FMMW21]. This approach adds an adjustable hyperparameter (beta) that bal-
ances the trade-off between latent channel capacity and independence constraints with
reconstruction accuracy. Beta-VAE has been shown to outperform standard VAEs, partic-
ularly in terms of disentangling the underlying factors of variation in the data[BHP+18].
In mathematical term beta-VAE can be can be written as:

L(θ, ϕ) = E[logp(x|z, θ)]− βKL(q(z|x, ϕ)||p(z)), (2)

where β is a beta hyperparameter.

The VAE encoder part takes as input an image size of 80x80 pixels and 1 channel.
After the input layer there are 4 convolutional layers. Each layer applies a 3x3 filter with
stride 2 and also a ReLU activation function. The following layer is a flatten layer and
then comes two fully-connected layers with 256 neurons. Then it will be split into two
branches, each with 10 neurons.

Encoder architecture:

• Input shape: (80, 80, 1)

• First convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (2,2), using
’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Second convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (2,2),
using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Third convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (2,2), using
’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Fourth convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of (2,2),
using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.
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• Flatten layer.

• Fully connected layers with 256 neurons and ReLU activation.

• Fully connected layers with 256 neurons and ReLU activation.

• Split into two branches, with each branch consisting of a fully connected layer
with 10 neurons. These branches are used to calculate the mean and log-variance
of the latent space using the reparameterization trick.

The second part of VAE is the latent space layer. It is a bottleneck layer that repre-
sents the distribution over the latent variables. The latent space is a lower-dimensional
representation of the input that captures the important features of the data. The latent
space gets from the encoder the mean and log of the variance of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution. The mean vector represents the center of the distribution in the latent space,
while the log variance provides the shape of the distribution. Then the mean and log
variance are used to sample a point from the distribution using the reparameterization
trick. The reparameterization trick involves multiplying the standard deviation with a
random sample drawn from a unit Gaussian distribution, adding the mean, and obtaining
a sample from the distribution.

The third part of VAE is the decoder. Decoder is taking in the latent space point. There
are at first 3 fully connected layers. Which is followed by four transposed convolutional
layers with 32 filters, using a kernel size of 3x3 and stride of 2. The final layer outputs
an image.

Decoder architecture:

• Fully connected layers with 256 neurons and ReLU activation.

• Fully connected layers with 256 neurons and ReLU activation.

• Fully connected layers with 512 neurons and ReLU activation.

• Reshape into 32x5x5.

• First transposed convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of
(2,2), using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Second transposed convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride
of (2,2), using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Third transposed convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of
(2,2), using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.
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• Fourth transposed convolutional layer: 32 filters, kernel of size (3,3), with stride of
(2,2), using ’same’ padding, and ReLU activation.

• Output layer as transposed convolutional layer: 1 filter, kernel of size (3,3), with
stride of (1,1), using ’same’ padding, and sigmoid activation.

Figure 12. Beta VAE model architecture.

Before training the model additional loss function is added to the model. The VAE loss
is a combination of reconstruction loss and KL divergence loss. The VAE loss is the
mean value from the sum of the reconstruction loss and the KL divergence loss.

V AEloss = reconstructionloss+KLloss (3)

The reconstruction loss in VAE is computed as the mean squared error between the input
image and the output. The reconstruction loss measures how well the model is able to
reconstruct the image.

reconstructionloss = mse(input, output) (4)

The KL divergence loss in VAE is computed by utilizing the mean and log-variance of
the latent space obtained from the encoder, along with a hyperparameter known as beta
for beta VAE. This loss is used to measure the difference between the distribution of
the latent space and a known prior distribution. A multivariate normal distribution is
employed in the calculation of KL divergence in VAE.

KLloss = −0.5 ∗ beta ∗ sum(1 + logvar − square(mean)− exp(logvar)) (5)

A model is trained for each trajectory symbol type. For each model training dataset size
is around 20000 images of symbols. The validation dataset size is around 4000 images
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of symbols. The loss function for the model is previously mentioned VAE loss function.
The Adam optimizer with default parameters is used for the model. The models are
trained for 200 epochs with a batch size of 128.

To evaluate the performance of the autoencoder model, the same test dataset used
in the base model chapter was utilized, consisting of 1350 canvas images and around
6000 images of symbols. However, unlike the base model, the unsupervised autoencoder
does not have any labeled data to train on. Therefore, to make predictions on new data,
the latent space values of the new data are computed using the encoder network of the
autoencoder.

To find the predicted class of the new data, cosine similarity is utilized to compare
the latent space values of the new data to the latent space values of the symbols in the
comparison dataset. The symbol with the closest latent space value to the new data is
then predicted as the class of the new data. It is important to note that a labeled database
is necessary to implement this approach, as the nearest neighbors method requires labeled
data to find the closest match. This method allows for the unsupervised autoencoder to
make predictions on new, unseen data without the need for manual labeling.

3.4 Language model to improve readability
For my Master’s thesis, I employed ChatGPT, a large language model, to improve the
readability of the text. ChatGPT’s advanced natural language processing capabilities
allowed me to refine the language and structure of my writing, resulting in a more coher-
ent and engaging final product. The use of ChatGPT helped to ensure that the research
was communicated effectively, and that my findings were accessible to a wider audience.
ChatGPT was not used to create new paragraphs, it was only used for editing existing
content.
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4 Results

4.1 Set of requirements for each symbol type
The first outcome of this thesis is a table containing for each symbol type what infor-
mation is needed to recreate this symbol at the correct location, with correct size and
shape on a digital map in the KOLT system. In the scope of the present project we
mainly needed to segregate symbols for which only location matters, those for which
location and rotation are needed and those for which a trajectory as well needs to be
defined. However, the full requirements table also contains a mapping of which metrics
one should use when evaluating the detection results of each symbol.

To simplify the project, the symbols were segregated into three categories based on
their requirements. The first category includes three symbol types - destroy, neutralize,
and suppress - for which only location is necessary. The center point location is enough
to correctly interpret them into the KOLT system.

Figure 13. First symbol types category. From left to right: Destroy, Neutralize and
Suppress.

The second category comprises the largest group of symbol types - 24 out of 31 - which
require both location and rotation. For these symbols, 2 to 4 points are necessary to inter-
pret them into the KOLT system. The symbols in this group have varying requirements.
Some have two, three or four points defined, while others have a center point and one or
two additional points. The following symbol types in this group are: breach, block, clear,
penetrate, contain, disrupt, support by fire, cover, guard, screen, ambush, attack by fire,
delay, retire, withdraw, fix, seize, turn, control, deny, isolate, occupy, retain and secure.

Explanation of how different these symbols are:

• Breach, block, clear and penetrate symbols type are similar, as they all have 3
points defined. Points 1 and 2 define the front of the symbol and point 3 defines
the rear of the graphic.
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Figure 14. Several symbols from second symbol types category. Symbols from up to
down and left to right: breach, contain, disrupt, support by fire, cover, ambush, delay, fix,
seize, control

• Contain symbol has a center point, which defines the center of the symbol and
point 2, which defines the graphic start point.

• Disrupt symbol has 3 points. Point 1 and 2 define the end points of the graphic and
point 3 defines the tip of the symbol.

• Support by fire symbol has 4 points. Point 1 and 2 define back line size and point
3 and 4 define the tip of the graphic.

• Cover, guard and screen symbol types are similar. All of them have center point
and point 2 and 3, which define the tips of the graphics.

• Ambush and attack by fire symbols types are similar. Both of them have point 1,
which defines the tip of the graphic and points 2 and 3 define the endpoints.

• Delay, retire, withdraw symbol types are similar. Point 1 defines the tip of the
symbol, point 2 defines the endpoint of the straight line and start of the arc. Point
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3 defines the orientation and size of the circular arc.

• Fix symbol has 2 points. Point 1 defines the rear of the graphic and point 2 defines
the front of the graphic.

• Seize and turn symbol types are similar. They both have point 1, which defines
the rear of the graphic, point 2 defines the tip of the graphic and point 3 defines 90
degree arc.

• Control, deny, isolate, occupy, retain and secure are similar symbol types. They
all have a center point, which defines the center point of the graphic and point 2
defines the graphic’s start point and radius.

The third and final category includes symbols that require trajectory as well. These
symbols are advance to contact, attack, counterattack, and main attack(fig. 15). For these
symbols, several points are needed to define to get the arrowhead and anchor points.

Figure 15. Trajectory symbols: advance to contact, attack, counterattack and main attack.

For all these symbols point 1 defines the tip of the arrowhead, point N defines the end of
the arrowhead and the width of the arrow. Points 2 to N-1 define anchor points of the
symbol. Point N-1 also defines the rear of the graphic.

Overall, this table provides a detailed breakdown of the requirements for each sym-
bol type in the KOLT system. It includes information on the number of points required
and which metrics to use when evaluating the detection results of each symbol.

4.2 Rotation detection results
The first goal for the rotation detection, agreed within the team and communicated to
collaboration partners, was to have at least 80% of the symbols detected with a rotation
angle lower than 30 degrees from the real value. Although this seemed challenging at
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Table 2. Information of what KOLT needs to know about symbols to be inserted into
KOLT.[AC11]

first, the initial model yielded promising results for 15 symbols. For training purposes,
31 different template symbols were used for each class, while 3 different symbols were
used for generating test dataset for each class. The first iteration of results showed an
average error of 18.5 degrees, with 88.7% of the detection errors being lower than 30
degrees.

After refining the model, the overall results for all 31 symbol types showed an im-
pressive mean degree error of 11.65 degrees. Moreover, the mean percentage of symbols
detected with a rotation angle error lower than 30 degrees across all symbol types was
95.6%. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach taken in achieving
the goal of accurate rotation detection. The results for each symbol type can be seen in
table 3.
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Table 3. Rotation models results.

The models were also evaluated on “clean real data” images obtained from the Estonian
National Defence College. It is important to note that the dataset only contained 17
different symbol types, and therefore the overall accuracy of all 31 models cannot be
fully assessed. The mean degree error achieved was 31.80 degrees, and 72.41% of the
symbols were classified with an error under 30 degrees. More precisely values can be
seen in table 4.

Across the two evaluation datasets we see that some symbols types are more challenging
for the rotation detection models. This can be due to their symmetric nature (so rotation
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Table 4. Rotation models result on real clean data.

Figure 16. Left side is a seize symbol and the right side is a suppress symbol.

causes minimal visual difference at certain angles) or large variability in their appearance
due to handwriting. For the generated test data, the only symbols detected with above 20
degree mean error were seize and suppress, which are illustrated on figure 16.

The clean real data represents example plans with actual military meaning, drawn in a
variety of handwritings. The rotation detection struggled the most with a different set
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of symbols compared to the generated test set. Likely, the handwriting in this dataset
differed and the models failed to generalize in certain cases. Due to handwriting the
difficulty of detecting orientation of highly symmetric symbols can be amplified (high
error in control, secure, retain). Additionally, the “screen” and “main attack” symbols are
often drawn in non-standard ways in practice, making the rotation detection challenging.
As “screen” symbols in real clean data, do not have unit symbols in them, however in
the training dataset there were unit symbols inside “screen” symbols(fig. 17). Also in
the real data there are a lot of symbols very close, which can make the prediction harder
compared to the synthetic data.

Figure 17. Left screen symbol is from real clean data and right screen symbol is from the
training dataset.

In conclusion, the results of our study indicate that machine learning models show great
potential in recognizing and interpreting mission task symbol rotation. Our models,
trained on synthetic data, achieved the desired results for all symbols. When tested on
real clean data, the models still performed well enough on most symbol types. These
promising results suggest that with a larger dataset that includes more real-world data,
the methods can learn to generalize to all cases.

4.3 Pose detection results
4.3.1 Base model results

The base model performed well with an accuracy of 87% over the 4 symbol types in
predicting the six subclasses, which include wide straight, narrow straight, 45 degrees
right, 90 degrees right, 45 degrees left, and 90 degrees left. However, it struggled with
distinguishing between symbols from neighboring subclasses, particularly those with
angles between 45 and 90 degrees and wide/narrow straight symbols. Additionally, the
model occasionally misclassified straight symbols as 45 degrees left or right, and vice
versa.

Upon closer inspection of the different symbol types and their accuracies, it was found
that the attack symbol type had the highest accuracy of 94%. The symbol types that
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Figure 18. Base model confusion matrix over all 4 symbol types.

followed in accuracy were main attack, counterattack, and advance to contact, with
accuracies of 90%, 84%, and 79%, respectively. More precisely shown the results in
figure 19. These results demonstrate the varying degrees of accuracy achieved across
different symbol types and highlight the importance of considering these differences
when designing and implementing machine learning models for symbol classification. It
also indicates that the model may be better suited for certain symbol types over others.

Figure 20 illustrates the difference between 45 degrees right and 90 degrees right symbols.
While these symbols have distinct angles, they can be challenging to differentiate even
for the human eye. However, the model is pretty adept at distinguishing between them.

The model performs well in predicting the classification of the six classes. However,
as shown in figure 18, distinguishing between symbols that are oriented 90 degrees left
and 45 degrees left can be challenging. This is because many symbols fall between the
range of 45 to 90 degrees, making it difficult to accurately classify them within these two
categories. The same issue is observed for symbols oriented at 0 and 45 degrees. The
same issue arises for the symbols that are oriented to the right side.
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Figure 19. Base model confusion matrix by symbol type. Top right advance to contact,
top left attack, bottom right counterattack and bottom left main attack - base model
results confusion matrices.

Figure 20. The left image shows 45 degrees right and the right image shows 90 degrees
right.
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Figure 21. Base model results. Original input image (black) is overlaid by a template for
the detected class (red).

Distinguishing between symbols with different shapes poses a challenge to their ac-
curate classification. These symbols have been grouped into six classes based on their
orientation, including 45 and 90 degrees left and right, as well as narrow and wide
straight symbols. The model demonstrates good precision in predicting the classification
of the six symbol subclasses, as evidenced by the high accuracy rates reported for each
class.

Figure 21 shows that the model can capture the direction of the symbols quite well,
with the overlaid class template providing a good indication of their orientation. It is
worth noting that in many cases, it is not even clear to which subclass an arrow should
belong, even for human labelers. While the model captures the direction of the arrows
very well, the overlaid class template can sometimes be slightly off, particularly at the
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tip of the arrow. This is an important consideration as the tip of the arrow is a critical
element for meaning.

Figure 22. Base model detection on real clean data.

While the model’s accuracy on the real clean data was 68%, which is lower compared
to the 87% accuracy achieved on the synthetic generated data, it still demonstrates
some degree of accuracy. As in the real clean data there are only straight arrows. The
misclassification came mainly from wide and narrow straight symbols mainly. A few
symbols were classified as 45 or 90 degrees left or right. Moreover, the fact that there
is a significant gap between the two datasets highlights the challenges of working with
real-world data, particularly in terms of its quality and diversity. Despite this limitation,
the results show that there is potential for improving the accuracy of the model on real
data through further refinement and optimization. Therefore, it is crucial to continue
exploring strategies to improve the accuracy of the model, particularly when working
with real-world scenarios.

4.3.2 Beta variational autoencoder model results

Evaluating autoencoder models using the confusion-matrix and class accuracy method is
not a natural way of assessing their performance. This is because autoencoders are not
trained to perform classification tasks, but rather to output compressed representations of
input data. To compare the performance of autoencoder models with baseline models,
we construct a way to turn these compressed representations into labels. However, these
labels are not actually used when using the variational Autoencoder (VAE) approach.

What really matters is how well the VAE approach captures the shapes of the sym-
bols. Ideally, one would like to have quantitative measures of how close the keypoints,
particularly the arrowhead, are to the original symbols, but this would require labeling
the test dataset with keypoints, which there is no time for at the moment. Instead, we rely
on qualitative observations and visual comparisons of black and red symbols overlaid,
for all four symbols.
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The process of evaluating and comparing the autoencoder model with the baseline model
involves inserting an image, extracting its compressed representation, and then measuring
the distance between this representation and the labeled symbols in the database. This
is done using a cosine similarity measure, which allows us to identify the most similar
labeled symbol to the inserted image.

The VAE developed in this study achieved an overall accuracy of 61% in classifying
the six different subclasses. However, the model exhibited some challenges in correctly
distinguishing between certain subclasses. Specifically, the most common errors were
between wide and narrow straight, 45 degrees and 90 degrees left, and 45 degrees and 90
degrees right. Additionally, the models often predicted 45 and 90-degree left and right
symbols as straight symbols, leading to misclassifications.

To address these issues, the impact of introducing beta hyperparameters to the VAE model
was explored. Several beta hyperparameter values were experimented with, including 3,
10, and 50, to evaluate their effects on the model’s accuracy.

Results showed that the inclusion of beta hyperparameters led to a modest improve-
ment in the model’s accuracy. When the beta hyperparameter was set to 3, the VAE
model achieved an accuracy of 64%. However, the accuracy slightly decreased to 63%
when the beta hyperparameter was set to 10. The most significant improvement in accu-
racy was achieved when the beta hyperparameter was set to 50, resulting in an accuracy
of 66%. These findings indicate that beta hyperparameters can enhance the performance
of VAE models in classifying hand-drawn symbols accurately. Moreover, the significant
improvement in accuracy achieved with a beta hyperparameter value of 50 suggests that
further exploration of hyperparameters could lead to even better performance.

Upon closer examination of the trajectory symbol classification results, it becomes clear
that the accuracy varies significantly between different symbol types. Results indicate
that advance to contact and counterattack symbols achieved significantly better accuracy,
with 75% and 70%, respectively, compared to attack and main attack symbols, which
had accuracy levels of 62% and 58%, respectively.

Upon analyzing the accuracy of advance to contact symbols in study, what was found is
that the main problem lies in misclassifying wide and narrow straight symbols, as well
as 45 and 90 degrees left and right symbols. Although these misclassifications are note-
worthy, they are relatively less problematic than those observed in other symbol types. In
particular, analysis revealed that other symbol types experienced more significant issues
with classification accuracy, with a higher number of 45 and 90 degree symbols being
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Figure 23. Confusion matrix of beta variational autoencoder with beta hyperparameter
set to 50.

classified as straight symbols. This suggests that the accuracy of symbol classification
is dependent on a variety of factors, including the complexity and variety of symbols
within each symbol type.

Although beta VAE is not perfect, figure 25 highlights the effectiveness of beta VAE
in identifying and retrieving similar images from its database. A comparison of fig-
ure 21 to figure 25 indicates that beta VAE is able to identify a significantly greater
number of similar symbols when compared to the base classification model. This is
because while the base classification model maps each input to one of 6 classes each
represented by one representative template, beta VAE finds the most similar symbol
within an arbitrarily large and diverse dataset of labeled templates. Not all diversity
can be summarized in the 6 images the base model can return, but by extending the
labeled templates set for VAE approach, wider variability of symbols can captured. While
there is not numerically evaluation on this, it seems that arrowheads point to a more
correct location in case of VAE outputs compared to the baseline model (red and black
tips of arrows in fig. 25 vs 21). Arrowheads of these symbols point to specific loca-
tions on the map toward which the action should be conducted and have high significance.
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Figure 24. Beta VAE confusion matrix by symbol type. Top right advance to contact, top
left attack, bottom right counterattack and bottom left main attack - VAE model results
confusion matrix.

The effectiveness of beta VAE models in detecting NATO mission task symbols tra-
jectory was also evaluated using real data from the Estonian National Defence College.
The dataset included advance to contact, counterattack, and main attack symbols, but
did not include any attack symbols. Additionally, all symbols in the dataset were either
narrow or wide straight.

Evaluating beta VAE models on the clean real clean data from Estonian National Defence
College, which contained advance to contact, counterattack and main attack. It did not
contain attack symbols. Also all the symbols were either narrow or wide straight. The
beta VAE models were able to achieve an overall accuracy of 64% on this clean real-
world dataset. This is a promising result, indicating that the models are able to effectively
identify mission task symbols in near real-world scenarios. It is also important to note
that the dataset used in this evaluation was more complex than the synthetic datasets
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Figure 25. Beta variational autoencoder models results. Original input image (black) is
overlaid by the nearest neighbor in the reference set for the detected class (red).

Figure 26. Beta variational autoencoder model detection on real clean data.
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used in previous evaluations, further demonstrating the effectiveness and versatility of
beta VAE models. It is important to keep in mind that the dataset used for evaluating the
beta VAE models only contained narrow and wide straight symbols, and did not include
any 45 or 90 degrees left or right symbols. Therefore, while the achieved 68% overall
accuracy is promising, it is limited in its ability to provide a complete picture of the
model’s performance.
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5 Discussion
Better results were achieved in detecting rotations than initially anticipated in synthetic
generated data. The primary objective was to develop models capable of detecting rota-
tion errors of under 30 degrees in 80% of the examples. However, the models surpassed
this goal by successfully detecting under 30 degree errors in 95.57% of the examples. On
clean real data, the findings were not as satisfactory, with 72.41% of the symbols being
classified with an error under 30 degrees. The values on real data did not meet the initial
expectations.

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that during evaluation on synthetic generated data,
the mean degree error across all 31 mission task symbol types was only 11.65 degrees.
This result suggests that our models were consistently accurate across a diverse range
of symbol types, which demonstrates their robustness and effectiveness. However, our
evaluation on clean real data yielded a mean degree error on rotations of 31.80 degrees.

It is important to note that for 9 out of 17 symbol types had mean degree error lower
than 30 and also 9 out of 17 symbol types, the 80% accuracy threshold was achieved,
demonstrating the potential of the models to accurately classify symbols. Generaliza-
tion issues were only observed for a few symbol types, which could be attributed to
factors such as handwriting variability and symmetry, where a 90-degree rotation yields
essentially the same picture. In fact, rotation barely matters for circular (e.g. control,
deny, isolate, occupy, retain and secure) and X-shaped symbols (e.g. destroy, neutralize
and suppress). The interpretation of data plays a significant role in achieving accurate
results. Specifically, when examining the advance to contact, block, and clear symbol
types, it is evident that the models can perform better on real clean data as compared to
generated data. For instance, the mean degree error for advance to contact on generated
data is 10.15 degrees, whereas on real clean data, it is 9.6 degrees. Similarly, for the
block symbol type, the mean degree error on generated data is 12.39 degrees, whereas
on real clean data, it is 8.8 degrees. The same can be said for clear as, mean degree
error for clear on generated data is 8.82 degrees, whereas on real clean data, it is 4.4
degrees.These results demonstrate the potential to achieve better accuracy on real data.
By further refining and optimizing our models, we can improve their performance in
identifying and analyzing mission task symbols in real-world scenarios.

For the trajectory detection the base model achieved a better result than the VAE models
when summarizing results at the level of six subcategories, however the VAE model is
much more versatile than the base model and has the promise to match keypoints with
higher accuracy in the long run.

There are big differences between accuracies between symbol types. These differ-
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ences suggest that certain symbol types may be more challenging to classify accurately
than others, and that developing specialized models or training approaches may be neces-
sary to achieve high accuracy in symbol classification. Furthermore, the variability in
accuracy between different symbol types highlights the importance of considering the
specific context and characteristics of the symbols being classified when designing and
training deep learning models. Additionally, identifying the factors contributing to the
differences in accuracy between symbol types can provide insights into the underlying
patterns and features that are most important for accurate classification.

It is crucial to recognize that, in practice, a human will still need to post-process the
results and make adjustments to the rotation or keypoints to some degree. With that
being said, the achieved results are still very promising and can be extremely helpful
and time-saving. The fact that the baseline model can place the attack close enough is
already a significant advantage, but the more versatile autoencoder model offers even
more potential benefits. By providing a more accurate initial estimate, it can greatly
reduce the amount of time and effort required for manual post-processing, making it a
valuable tool.

The results demonstrated that the methods are applicable and promising and the main
limitation of our study lies in the availability of labeled real-world data with good quality.
Obtaining high-quality real-world data can be challenging, as it often requires significant
resources and can be subject to various constraints, such as privacy or security concerns.
Additionally, the variability and complexity of real-world data can make it more difficult
to develop accurate models that generalize well. Therefore, it is important to continue to
explore ways to obtain and use high-quality real-world data in order to further improve
the accuracy and applicability of our models.

These results are a significant achievement in our research, indicating that our mod-
els can become highly accurate in detecting rotations of the NATO mission task symbols
if a representative training dataset exists. The model’s accuracy level demonstrates the
effectiveness of our approach in developing deep learning models to identify and analyze
hand-drawn symbols accurately. The high level of accuracy has important practical
implications as it enhances the ability to detect and recognize the mission task symbols,
which can be critical in military operations. Moreover, the success of our models in
detecting rotation errors can have broader implications for the development of deep
learning models and their application in various domains where accurate identification of
symbols or objects is crucial.
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6 Conclusions
In conclusion, our study aimed to explore the potential of machine learning models in
recognizing and interpreting mission task symbols rotation and poses. We investigated
several methods for symbol pose detection, including the use of a CNN-based approach
for rotation, as well as baseline CNN-based and autoencoder-based approaches for pose
detection. These approaches were evaluated based on their performance on both synthetic
and real clean data.

Experiments revealed promising results for rotation models using synthetic and real
clean data. What was demonstrated is that both baseline and autoencoder-based ap-
proaches can accurately capture the shapes of these symbols and identify subclasses.
Furthermore, our study highlights the potential of VAE models in symbol classification
tasks, while also acknowledging their limitations. The results showed that the accuracy of
the VAE model can be improved by tuning the beta hyperparameters. However, our find-
ings suggest that the accuracy of trajectory symbol classification can vary significantly
between different symbol types, indicating the importance of considering unique charac-
teristics and contexts when developing classification models and training approaches. It
is also important to emphasize that the close enough baseline model is a valuable tool
in saving time and that the more versatile autoencoder can provide even more help in
symbol recognition tasks.

As for future work, the study suggests that exploring the potential of autoencoders
in reconstructing cleaned versions of symbols from real messy data could be a promising
avenue. As real-world data can be with lots of background garbage. Generate canvases
with and without background garbage and making autoencoder reproduce cleans from
noisy. So there is a potential it can work on real messy data.
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